
Today’s challenge: Institutions which are not fully electronically 
integrated to Loan Platforms do not have the luxury of redeploying 
capital resources to facilitate increased trade volume and velocity. 
Electronic integration between Loan IQ and our lending solutions can 
be extremely costly and time-consuming to implement and maintain. 
Also, the dual keying of actions into both can significantly increases 
operational risk and hinder growth and velocity.

Introducing Loan Processor our 
specialized workflow tool; connecting 
Loan IQ to our lending solutions and 
revolutionizing the servicing and 
settlement lifecycles.

The entire settlement workflow from 
the perspective of the agent, buyer, and 
seller is housed within Loan Processor. 
It facilitates sending trades to ClearPar, 
booking allocations back into the agent 
system without manual intervention, 
performs seller position calculations,  
and allows users to perform all ClearPar 
trade workflow steps within the user’s 
own environment.

Integration also allows the agents to 
post holdings in real time, allowing 
lenders to access holdings and reconcile 
from source data delivery into our Loan 
Reconciliation solution – including the 
automation of affiliate letters, lender 
identifiers, and with messaging wire 
instructions updates consumable as data.

Tomorrow’s model, today
Agency trade settlement is transformed 
via Loan Processor. Constant position 
calculations are performed on all open 
trades, so the heavy burden of position 
checks is taken off the agent’s hands. 
Alongside other automated workflows, 
including SSI verification, party affiliation 
and borrowers consent, these all help 
agents to create a flexible configurations 
that allow trades to be systematically 
executed in bulk at given intervals. Loan 
Processor also transforms the day-to-day 
operations agents face, by creating  
scale and efficiency whilst reducing 
operational risk. 

Real-time position, wire instruction, and 
Markit Entity Identifier (MEI) updates will 
fuel a transformed settlement workflow.

Loan Processor

Integrating global lending 
systems via electronic messaging 
to eliminate risk and improve 
operational efficiencies.
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Seamless settlement workflow
Servicing and maintaining non-agented 
deals becomes seamless with the 
introduction of our world-class loan 
reference data. Over 150 data points per 
facility brings further transparency and 
efficiencies, by showing real-time market 
surveillance, valuation, credit analysis 
and performance attribution, as well 
as corporate actions, amendments and 
restructures. Lenders can also create 
workflows and increase automation 
around inbound loan event notices  
with our Notice Manager capability, 
purpose-built into Loan Processor.
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